
Access Case
Easy Installation—Easy Access
Designed with solutions in mind, the case features include:

❶  Hanging brackets slide in channels on top of the case. Allows unlimited 
adjustment to avoid interference with structures above the ceiling.

❷ A pre-wired junction box inside left end and a pre-drilled cable 
exit hole on top. Cable leads are approximately 12˝.

❸ Compact case with a white flange around the perimeter to support 
ceiling tile or trim out rough ceiling opening.

❹ "Pin connector" electrical connection of screen motor to 
internal junction box eliminates the need for tools.

❺ Bottom panel of the case forms a slot for fabric passage and is 
removable without tools for installation or replacement of screen.

The screen (motor-in-roller with fabric attached) comes with easy-to-install 
latching brackets. Latching brackets slide along a track inside the top of the 
case, so the case can accommodate different sizes of screens. A large case allows 
for maximum flexibility. UL approved for use in environmental air space.

Ultimate Access Case
One step further 
The Ultimate Access offers all the advantages of the Access, plus an independently 
motorized ceiling closure. In its closed position, the motorized closure forms a 
solid bottom panel ❻ giving the ceiling a clean appearance. At the touch of a 
switch or wireless transmitter, the door of the Ultimate Access opens into the 
case ❼ before the viewing surface descends into the room. Your audience will be 
impressed by its precision timing and quiet, fluid movement. Finally, the entire 
closure extends down as required for screen installation or adjustment ❽.
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Telus House conference room—Toronto, Ontario. LEED® Silver 
Certified. Photography © Ron de Vries—Toronto, Ontario

Access Concept
Access/Series V, Series E, 
& Series M
Case Now/Screen Later—A 
Draper innovation, the essence 
of the Access concept is a ceiling-
recessed, extruded-aluminum 
headbox designed to be installed 
during construction. The screen itself 
(viewing surface attached to a roller) 
can either be furnished with the 
headbox or at any time thereafter, 
allowing you to make final decisions 
about your screen surface later.

Job site damage during construction 
can be avoided with the Access. The 
screen itself installs in minutes, and 
the only tool you need is a hex key. 
Quickly and easily change viewing 
surfaces, sizes, or formats later.
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